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Sidelong 

Hitchhiking a red Ford
We were running away from states

squatting to piss on the side of the road
shaking our girls 
In the wind 

My blindness was resting between handles
gorging on the sun 

A paloma circled then wrestled the ground.
Hoping to liberate her beak.

 it was a perfect bird 
 like the empyrean hover
 compressing gray upon blue

 The air let go 
felling one red feather 
 topless

 45 minutes 

gnawing without destruction and
bathed in a temperate green

another bird suicide crashed the windshield
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You Are My Mineral Sunshine

We are leaving for our amazing adventure we have it all mapped out  belt or 
cord noose around the waist 

coins stumbled, owing no light to the sun

Two wheels balance a drunk horse  

  discouraging the independence of hand or foot

 Lucille’s redness formed a perfect clamp 

In the shrill heat,  

  She was like hell, hell yeah 
 Cannonball the weeds  the coast is just up, up down! 

everything  costs so much 

 before the wheels scratch the blackness
 and light is captured in laughing jars
 pink ants break down a knot of bones
 as we fuck in the ceremonial grass

Through time I’ll ship these to New York
We will park  in the golden Buddha

            >>>

Do we have everything? 

What do you want me to say?
    
for you I’m wearing my favorite shirt and pants 
 

I’ve been rushing my coals
 bleeding chrome
 
The coast is just up, up, down
  
 We are saying goodbye now
I’m scared. I love being scared



Lions

‘buelo is doing funny things

churning the butter ceiling

 tropical  
   tickling Franco’s Spain
  hair electric
 
  he is day sleeping (jamas)
  

From Beny More to California
 ice-bath for balls 
 uninsures a hangover
  
  jam as
  jam ass

  ‘buelo   is  funny   doing
‘buelo is
 hanging every last word
 taking red and half-moon blue
 biting the tongue way back
 holding the looseness
  that  breaks the beans

the door man 
thick with accents
  bows hello and rolls
  hastaluego

Nesting Pillows

Fingers suck the bottom half

Like one of those imperfect rows

 smiling into the noise

It’s a nice place to love

Like one of those imperfect rows

Fingers suck the bottom half

 smiling into the noise

I dream of babies battling a shapely city

I dream of babies battling a shapely city


